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Abstract: 
 
This work reveals a counter-intuitive but basic process of ionic screening in 
nano-fluidic channels. Steady-state numerical simulations and mathematical 
analysis show that, under significant longitudinal ionic transport, the screening 
ionic charges can be locally inverted in the channels: their charge sign becomes 
the same as that of the channel surface charges. The process is identified to 
originate from the coupling of ionic electro-diffusion transport and junction 2-D 
electrostatics. This finding may expand our understanding on ionic screening 
and electrical double layers in nano-channels. Furthermore, the charge inversion 
process results in a body-force torque on channel fluids, which is a possible 
mechanism for vortex generation in the channels and their nonlinear current-
voltage characteristics. 
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Ionic screening is a fundamental physical process in electrolytic solutions. In 
nano-fluidic channels, the formation of screening electrical double layers (EDLs) 
at channel surfaces plays a central role in their transport phenomena, including 
perm-selectivity1-3, concentration polarization4-8, and nonlinear conductance9-20, 
as well as their broad device applications21-26. In modeling ionic screening in 
nano-channels, the condition of local electroneutrality was often adopted by 
assuming complete screening in the channel transversal direction: the sum of the 
surface and ion charges along an arbitrary transversal line is zero7,8,13. 
Nevertheless, more detailed account of the electrostatics, particularly at the 
junctions of nano-channels and micro-reservoirs, have been found important 
when electrokinetic transport is significant 10,14,15,21. The existence of the 
junction space charge regions and their extending into the reservoirs were 
revealed and proposed to explain the over-limiting ionic currents 10,11,14. At such 
junctions, counter-ions diffuse into the reservoirs and leave behind under-
screened channels where the surface charges are not fully screened. They are 
analogous to semiconductor junctions, and nano-fluidic junction devices have 
been proposed accordingly21,22.  The impact of transport on nano-channel’s ion 
selectivity has been revealed3. Recently, a semi-analytical capillary pore model 
based on local quasi-equilibrium has been developed for electrolyte transport 
through nanopores27. For side-gated nanopores, the transport-induced 
suppression of ionic screening, i.e., the descreening effect, has also been 
numerically investigated28,29. Thus far, a commonly-accepted basic concept on 
ionic screening is that the screening ionic charges should have an opposite sign 
to that of the surface charges, since the former are induced to counteract the 
effect of the latter. 
 
This paper reports that, under significant ionic transport, the sign of the 
screening ionic charges can be locally inverted in the nano-channels and become 
the same as that of the surface charges. The study is based on numerical 
simulations and mathematical analysis of the continuum transport model 
(Poisson-Nernst-Planck and Stokes). Although counter-intuitive, the charge 
inversion process is found not a peculiarity, but a rather general effect resulting 
from the coupling of the ionic electro-diffusion transport and junction 
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electrostatics. The finding may expand our understanding on ionic screening in 
nano-channels as well as imply device applications. Particularly, it indicates that 
the ion selectivity of nano-channels is no longer solely defined by the channel 
surface charges and can even be locally inverted by longitudinal ionic transport. 
Furthermore, the impact of the charge inversion process on the fluid transport, 
particularly its relation to channel vortex generation and nonlinear conductance, 
is investigated. 
 
We firstly model a typical nano-channel as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). The 
channel is a nano-slit geometry with a negative surface charge density   . The 
channel connects two micro-reservoirs filled with a KCl solution of bulk 
concentration   . An electrical bias,   , is applied between the two reservoirs and 
generates an ion current,   . Self-consistent numerical simulations are conducted 
based on the steady-state Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Stokes (PNP-S) equations28,29 
(see Supporting Information). The fluid transport is modeled as a low-Reynolds-
number flow with hydrophilic, no-slip boundary condition30. The COMSOL 
MultiPhysics software is used for simulations and calibrated with previously 
reported results. The bulk ion concentration    is 1mM, corresponding to a 
Debye length    of 10nm. The default channel height   is           . Other 
default simulation parameters include      ,        ,       .    is set 
to           .   is           
 
    for either ion species. For the ion 
diffusivity  , the Einstein relation is used   
    
  , where    is the 
Boltzmann constant, and   the temperature. The viscosity   is          .  
 
The phenomenon of screening charge inversion is clearly shown in Fig. 2a, where 
the normalized density of net ionic charges, 
       
   , is plotted for a    of 
12V. Here,    and    are the concentrations of cations and anions, respectively. It 
is shown that positive ionic charges are induced adjacent to the negatively 
charged channel surface, as commonly expected for EDLs. However, at the center 
of the channel, a region of negative ionic charges forms near the junction on the 
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left side. This is in direct contrast to our common understanding that positive 
ionic charges should maintain at the overlapping EDL tails throughout the 
channel.  
 
Taking a closer look, the transversal distributions of    and    are plotted in Fig. 
2b along a line near the junction (       ). At zero bias, they are shown to 
follow the Poisson-Boltzmann equation: both tend to the bulk value    toward 
the channel center;    is always greater than    throughout the channel. At 12V 
bias, however, the counter-ion concentration    tends to a lower asymptote than 
the co-ion concentration    does;    is clearly smaller than    in the center 
region (        ).  
 
The dependence of ionic charge inversion on channel heights and biases is 
further examined in Fig. 2c. Four channel heights are simulated corresponding to 
   ,    ,     , and     , respectively, while the surface charge density is kept 
constant. For each case, the normalized net ionic charges are plotted along the 
centerline (x=0) under various biases. As    increases, the distribution becomes 
qualitatively different from the zero-bias, Poisson-Boltzmann solution. The 
initially positive net ion charges are gradually reduced and become inverted to 
negative in a significant portion of the channel. It is further observed that the 
charge inversion is the most evident for moderately coupled EDLs (     ). As 
the channel height becomes smaller (i.e., stronger EDL overlap), higher biases 
are needed to reach the inversion condition. On the other hand, as the channel 
height becomes greater (i.e., weaker EDL overlap), the inversion condition is 
reached at lower   , but the magnitude of the inverted charges becomes less 
significant. Such dependence will be explained subsequently in this paper. 
Further simulations are conducted for different values of parameters including 
   and   , and the charge inversion phenomenon occurs in general (see 
Supporting Information). Additionally, cylindrically symmetric nanopores with 
various pore diameters are simulated and presented in the Supporting 
Information. The charge inversion phenomenon is evident in the cylindrical 
channels as well, but its scaling with channel dimension is quantitatively 
different from that of the nano-slits due to their different geometries. 
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The ionic charge inversion can directly impact the transport properties of nano-
channels. In particular, it produces a possible mechanism for vortex generation 
inside the nano-channels. It is known that the product of the net ion charges and 
electric field determines the electrical body force on fluids. When driven by 
significant biases, the longitudinal electric field points to the same direction 
throughout the channel. Consequently, the charge inversion region exerts a body 
force opposite to that at the surface, thus applying a torque to the channel fluid. 
The body-force torque increases with    and can result in channel vortices at 
high biases. This effect is shown in Fig. 3(a)(b), where simulated fluid flow 
patterns are plotted for moderate (5V) and high (15V) biases. At 5V, the fluid 
flow exhibits a typical electro-osmotic flow (EOF) that is parallel to the channel 
surface. In contrast, a recirculating vortex is generated inside the channel at 15V 
due to the body-force torque. 
 
The fluidic flow patterns in turn have significant impact on the channel 
conductance and may lead to strong current-voltage nonlinearity. As shown in 
Fig. 3(c), the simulated current-voltage curve clearly exhibits a suppression stage 
at medium biases and a restoration stage at high biases. The two stages are 
associated with the two flow patterns in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. Similar 
observations have also been found for electrically gated nanopores28,29. Our 
recent theoretical study has identified that the channel vortices are the 
underlying cause of the conductance restoration, but the mechanism of vortex 
generation has not been identified31. The ionic charge inversion revealed in this 
work offers an explanation to the origin of the channel vortex and its resultant 
conductance restoration in these studies. 
 
An important question to answer is whether charge inversion is essentially 
caused by the fluid transport, particularly the vortices, rather than the cause of 
the latter. This necessity is ruled out based on our additional simulations using 
the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) model: in such a case, the Stokes equation is 
not included, i.e. the fluid transport is not modeled, but the screening charge 
inversion is still observed (see Supporting Information). It means that the root 
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cause of charge inversion is contained in the PNP model. Note that this does not 
exclude the possibility that fluid flow can affect the generated charge inversion. 
In fact, electro-osmosis has been shown to alter the ion distributions in nano-
channels with weakly coupled EDLs31; its effect on ionic charge distribution is 
expected. Nonetheless, the following analysis intends to identify the root cause of 
charge inversion and therefore will be based on the PNP model. 
 
To reveal the root cause, a simplified structure (Fig. 1b) is studied using the PNP 
model. This simplified case captures the essential physics for charge inversion 
while facilitates our mathematical analysis.  In the following, we show that two 
factors are key to the creation of inverted screening charges at high biases: the 
extending of the under-screening regions and the dominance of longitudinal 
electrostatics over the transversal one. 
 
The first key factor is illustrated in Fig. 4a, where the bias dependence of       is 
plotted. Here,       is an average quantity defined as 
 
            
 
  
 
, where 
        is the simulated 2-D profile of longitudinal electric field. Under zero bias, 
      at the two junctions shows the typical exponential decay that is characterized 
by the Debye length. As    increases, the profiles of       are qualitatively different, 
showing significantly extended junctions with non-trivial gradient of      . 
According to Gauss’s law, this corresponds to net space charges extending to 
both the channel and the reservoirs.  
 
To further analyze the extending effect, we can average the PNP equations along 
the transversal direction and obtain the following 1-D homogenized equations: 
  
     
  
                   ,           (1) 
        
  
    ,          (2) 
where    is the solution permittivity,   mobility,  diffusivity, and    cation and 
anion flux densities, respectively. The overbar denotes that the corresponding 
quantity is averaged over the transversal direction. The ion fluxes,      , are 
constant due to continuity. In deriving these 1-D equations, the assumption, 
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                        , has been made, which is valid for weak EDL overlap (i.e.    
 )13 or under large biases. The average net charge density    includes 
contributions from both ion and surface charges. It is              
   
   inside 
the channel (     ) and              in the reservoirs. Accordingly, the entire 
structure consists of three segments, intrinsic reservoir/positive 
channel/intrinsic reservoir, as illustrated in Fig. 1c. Within each segment, the 
following equation for       can be readily derived: 
 
       
   
 
  
     
                  
  
   
 ,           (3) 
where                is the net current density. The two terms on the left hand 
side correspond to the diffusion and drift current components, respectively. 
 
Under equilibrium, the net current is zero. The solution to Eq. 3 therefore leads 
to the exponential dependence typical for Debye screening, 
          
       
  
  , at          . However, for non-zero biases, the 
solution to Eq. 3 in general consists of more slowly varying spatial dependence. 
For example, in the region where the drift component dominates over the 
diffusion one,       varies as  
 
         
 . Consequently,    varies as 
 
 
  
           
  , which is no longer characterized by    31. 
 
For small   , an analytical expression for       can be derived from a first-order 
perturbation analysis on the PNP equations (see Supporting Information). The 
solution consists of a superposition of the Debye exponential decay and a linear 
component. When the approximation,  
     
     
  
 
  , is satisfied, the 
solution can be simplified as given in the Methods. In Fig. 4b, the analytical 
expression is compared against the simulation results; a good match is observed 
for small   . The linear component in       corresponds to constant net space 
charges,        and     , in the entire channel and reservoirs, respectively. 
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Here,   
  
   
       
  
  and         . As    increases, the analytical 
expression starts to deviate from simulation results due to higher-order effects. 
In particular,   is no longer constant in the channel. But it still remains negative 
in an extended portion of the channel. 
 
In the next, we examine the essential role of the second key factor, i.e. the 
dominance of the longitudinal electrostatics. The following analysis is general 
and not limited to the perturbation analysis. It is important to understand that 
the first key factor, i.e. the extended under-screening effect, alone is not sufficient 
for creating the local charge inversion. Thus far, our 1-D homogenized model 
above only shows that the averaged net charge density,                
   
  , 
is negative in the channel. After excluding the contribution of the negative 
surface charges, the averaged ionic charge density,                , is still 
positive throughout the channel and not inverted. This does not contradict our 
observation in Fig. 2, where the ionic charge inversion only occurs locally around 
the center. Therefore, what our analysis needs to show is that the local ionic 
charge density along the centerline,                            , can 
become negative. 
 
 The 2-D Poisson’s equation along the centerline is 
   
          
  
  
          
  
        .     (4) 
Here, the two left-hand-side terms, 
   
    and 
   
   , represent the 
electrostatic control from the longitudinal and transversal directions, 
respectively. Under sufficiently high   , the magnitude of the former becomes 
dominant over the latter at the channel center, and the latter can therefore be 
omitted from Eq. 4. At the same time, the local electric field,          , 
approaches the transversally averaged quantity,       (see Supporting Information). 
We then compare Eq. 4 with the average 1-D Poisson’s equation (Eq. 2) and can 
readily find that, because their left-hand-side terms approach each other,      
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should approach   as well. Since   is already shown above to be negative due to 
the extended under-screening, it therefore follows that      also tends to be 
negative in the channel, i.e. the ionic charge inversion occurs locally along the 
centerline.  
 
It is worth emphasizing that, in the above analysis, what      approaches is  , not 
  . In the process of under-screening,    is positive but smaller than 
   
  , and   
is negative. To verify the analysis, the local and average net charges,      and   , 
are compared in Fig. 5. As    increases, it is evident that the former approaches 
the latter more closely. The physics of local ionic charge inversion can therefore 
be summarized as the combined effect of the two key factors: the ionic transport 
makes surface charges under-screened; the average net charges is therefore 
negative; the average longitudinal field distributes according to the negative net 
charges; the local longitudinal field follows the average one; when the 
transversal field effect is negligible, this local longitudinal field induces negative 
local ionic charges following Gauss’s law. 
 
Following the above reasoning, we have         
   
     
   
   ; the 
maximum magnitude is reached when the surface charges are completely un-
screened. Since      follows  , its magnitude does not exceed  
   
    as well. This 
observation then explains the dependence on channel heights mentioned early in 
this paper. For small channels with strong EDL overlap, it takes higher biases for 
 
   
     to dominate over the elevated  
   
     at the channel center. On the 
other hand, for very large channel heights, the magnitude of inverted charges 
becomes less significant because of the reduction in  
   
    for fixed   . 
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The remaining of this Letter further discusses several aspects related to the 
inversion process. Fluidic vortices have been frequently observed in nano-
channel structures, particularly in the reservoirs next to the channel 
entrances6,12,32. Their origins have been intriguing, and various mechanisms have 
been proposed in the past, including electrokinetic instability11-13, varying 
effective electric fields and induced pressure gradient8,33, EOF around 
corners15,34, and EOF backflow13. The body-force torque revealed in this work is 
intrinsically different from those mechanisms. In particular, the vortex modeled 
by Mani et al. is different from this work since their model was based on local 
electroneutrality8. Yossifon et al. identified another type of steady-state vortex 
and attributed its origin to the sharp bending of EOF flow around the channel 
corners34,35. That analysis relied on the condition that the micro-reservoir walls 
also have significant surface charges34. In our previous31 and present studies, we 
have respectively modeled the cases with and without micro-reservoir surface 
charges. In both cases, the vortex is generated inside the channel, indicating that 
it is not essentially caused by EOF bending at the corners. 
 
An experimental observation of intra-channel vortices was previously reported 
by visualizing the nano-colloid transport within nano-channels19. In that work, 
streamlines in opposite directions at one end of the channel can be observed, 
indicating the formation of a vortex pair. It was also observed that the nano-
colloids pack and unpack in the channel periodically. Whether the charge 
inversion process is responsible for the observed intra-channel vortices in that 
work remains to be further examined. Since the packed nano-colloid structure 
may alter the channel electric field19,  the model would need to self-consistently 
account for the effects of the packed nano-colloids, and it would be interesting to 
explore how the nano-colloids can modulate the charge inversion process. 
 
In a previous work on concentration polarization, the positive feedback between 
depleted ion concentration and increased local Debye length has been studied6. 
However, we note that the increased Debye length at the ion depletion side does 
not fully account for the extended under-screening, as evident from the 
perturbation analysis in Methods. In this case, the ion concentration is only 
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slightly perturbed from    (1mM), so the local Debye length is still very close to 
its bulk value (10nm). But our results clearly show that net space charges can 
extend to the entire channel (    long), far beyond the local Debye length. This 
is consistent with the previously studied descreening effect, in which the field 
effect is shown to extend beyond the limit of Debye lengths29,36.  
 
The under-screening process is closely related to the extending of space charges 
into the reservoirs, which was previously proposed to explain the overlimiting 
currents and the instable generation of vortices10,11,14. However, the space 
charges studied in those works were located in the reservoirs and positive for 
cation-selective channels. Therefore, they were still based on the common ionic 
screening picture. In another closely related study, the nano-channel’s ion 
selectivity was found to change with ionic transport, but the applied bias was not 
high enough to reach charge inversion due to strong EDL overlap of the 
channels3.  Overall, the charge inversion effect in this paper has not been 
revealed in those related works. 
 
More insight into the cause of the charge inversion process may be obtained by 
making a comparison with semiconductor junctions as schematically shown in 
Fig. 1c. As a positive    is applied, the left i-p junction is reversely biased, and the 
right p-i junction forwardly biased. The left junction region is therefore widened, 
analogous to the extended under-screening process. However, there are 
important differences to be noted. In semiconductor junctions, the electrostatic 
potential is parabolic in the fully depletion zone and becomes the Debye type at 
the zone edges37. In the ionic solutions, if one only considers the simplified 1-D 
model, the homogenized surface charges play the role of dopants, and the PNP 
equations are almost identical to the semiconductor Shockley equations. An 
exception is that the former does not have the recombination term for strong 
electrolytes22. Such a lack of the law of mass action indicates infinitely long 
diffusion lengths in the PNP model. Therefore, despite the separation by the long 
channel in between, the i-p junction and the p-i junction are still coupled 
electrostatically, as observed in Fig. 4. This is in contrast to the case of two back-
to-back semiconductor diodes that are separated further than their finite carrier 
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diffusion lengths. For this reason, the under-screening regions extend more 
significantly in the case of nano-channels. 
 
The most fundamental difference from the semiconductor junctions comes from 
the fact that the effective “doping” from channel surface charges is not truly 
volumetric doping. For truly volumetric doping such as semiconductors or ionic 
solutions with polyelectrolyte gels38, the screening charge inversion does not 
occur: the dopant charges co-exist with screening charges at each location; the 
under-screening is achieved when the magnitude of the latter is smaller than 
that of the former.  On the other hand, for nano-channels effectively “doped” by 
surface charges, there are no actual “dopant” charges away from the surfaces; 
the local ionic charges have to be inverted to satisfy the under-screening 
electrostatics. 
 
Another type of charge inversion phenomenon has been extensively studied for 
electrolytes with multivalent ions39. Its underlying reason is the over-screening 
of the surface charges by counter-ions, which makes the over-all net charges 
opposite to the surface charges. It is of a completely different nature from the 
screening charge inversion process in this study. 
 
The screening process is central to nano-channel functions, and therefore the 
inversion effect may have important implications on device applications. As 
already shown above, its effect on fluidic flow pattern can directly impact the 
nonlinearity of ionic conductance, a key property of nano-channels and nano-
pores. Furthermore, it leads to a decreased ion perm-selectivity at high biases. 
For applications involving translocation of biomolecules, a local region of 
inverted screening charges can change the cross-section to capture the 
biomolecules. Moreover, the generated channel vortices may be used for mixing 
of solutions or local trapping of molecules. 
 
In summary, numerical simulations and mathematical analysis based on the 
Poisson-Nernst-Planck-Stokes model has revealed that the screening ionic 
charges can be locally inverted in the channels by electro-diffusion transport of 
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ions. Two factors have been identified as the underlying reasons of this effect: 
the transport-induced under-screening process and the dominance of the 
longitudinal electrostatics over the transversal electrostatics under high biases. 
The charge inversion process has also been shown to apply a body-force torque 
on the fluid, thus producing a mechanism for vortex generation inside the 
channels.  
 
Computational Methods: 
Perturbation Analysis: Starting with the 1-D PNP equations and fixing   , we 
can conduct a first-order perturbation analysis with respect to small   . The 
resultant ordinary differential equations can be analytically solved, as described 
in the Supporting Information. The expression for       at small    is a 
superposition of the Debye exponential decay and a linear component. When the 
condition  
     
     
  
 
   is satisfied, the general solution can be 
simplified as an approximate expression: 
      
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
        
                      
  
   
         
                
  
   
         
           
 
  
   
         
                           
    
Eq. (5) 
where         , the Donnan potential    
   
      
   
  
    
  , and 
  
  
   
       
  
 . According to Gauss’s law, the linear component in       
corresponds to constant net space charges,        and     , throughout the 
entire channel and reservoirs, respectively. The cases discussed in Fig. 4 satisfy 
the condition  
     
     
  
 
  , and therefore we use this simplified 
equation for the calculations. More derivation details are included in the 
Supporting Information. 
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Fig. 1: (a) The basic nano-channel structure modeled in this work. The nano-
channel connects two micro-reservoirs. The negative channel surface charge 
density is   , the bulk KCl ion concentration   , and the applied voltage bias   ; (b) 
Simplified nano-channel structure; (c) Semiconductor analogy illustrating the two 
connected junctions: reverse-biased i-p junction on the left and forward-biased p-i 
junction on the right. 
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Fig. 2  (a) Simulated 2-D distribution of normalized net ion charges, 
       
   , 
around the channel of the structure in Fig. 1a. The model is PNP-S.    is 12V. Only 
the device top half is shown; (b) Simulated transversal profiles of the normalized 
ion concentrations, 
  
   , along the line         for two biases, 0V and 12V; (c) 
Simulated longitudinal profiles of normalized net ion charges, 
       
   , along 
the centerline (   ) for three biases, 0V, 5V, and 20V. Various channel heights 
are simulated:    ,    ,     , and     . 
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Fig. 3: (a)&(b) Simulated fluid flow lines around the channel of the structure in Fig. 
1a using the PNP-S model. Results are shown for moderate (5V) and high (15V) 
biases. Only the top half of the structure is shown considering the symmetry; (c) 
simulated current-voltage curve for this structure. The vertical line is a visual guide 
separating the conductance suppression and restoration stages.  
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Fig. 4: (a) Simulated distributions of transversally averaged longitudinal electric 
field,      , for the simplified structure in Fig. 1b. The model is PNP.    is fixed at 
         .    increases from 0V to 2V at a step of 0.4V; (b) Distributions of the 
transversally averaged       for various surface charge densities. The model is PNP. 
Both simulation and analytical (Eq. 5) results are shown.    is fixed at 2V.  
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Fig. 5: Simulated distributions of normalized net charges for the simplified 
structure in Fig. 1b. The PNP model is used. Two quantities are plotted, the 
average net charges (including both ion and surface charges),  , and the local ion 
charges at the centerline,     . Both quantities are normalized to    . Results are 
shown for two biases, 5V and 12V. 
